
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Materials Required: Blank paper, pencil, colour 

pencils or crayons, glue and scissors. 

 First, cut out a rectangular strip of paper for 
the head band and draw simple drawings on it 
depicting any relevant theme like saving trees, 
recycling etc. 

 Next, draw a circle on another paper to make   
the Earth.  

 Colour the Earth drawing as shown in the 
picture. 

 Now, cut out the Earth picture and paste it on 
the head band.  

Learning Outcome: This activity encourages 
children to learn more about their planet Earth 

and the ways to lead an eco-friendly life.  

  

THINK AND ACT 

 

 

  

BUBBLE MAGIC 

 

  

Materials Required: Straw, dishwashing liquid, water and 
a bowl. 
 

 Take a bowl and pour a small amount of dishwashing 
liquid into it.  

 Add little water into this and mix well until some 
bubbles begin to form. 

 Place a straw in the solution and blow gently from one 
end to make bubbles. 

Learning Outcome: This fun activity   enhances 
observation and visual motor skills in children.  

 
 

 
 
 

INDIAN SCHOOL MUSCAT 

PRE-PRIMARY SECTION 

ISM/PP/KGII-17                       ACTIVITIES FOR KG II                                                 17.06.2020                              

Dear Parent,  
  

The teaching methodology for Pre-Primary section is activity based.     Hereby, we provide you 

with a list of activities that can be conducted at home under the guidance/supervision of parents. 

These activities can be carried out with the readily available materials at home.                                          

The ultimate aim of teaching is also achieved by carrying out these activities, and it will be          

shared twice a week.   

Kindly requesting parents to share photographs of your ward doing these activities. 



 
 
 

Materials Required: Straws/barbeque sticks/sketch 
pens / crayons and picture of a pentagon shape. 

 Give the child 5 straws/barbeque sticks as per the                   
availability. 

 Encourage the child to make any shape on the floor                                                 
using the 5 straws / barbeque sticks. 

 Once the formation of shape is completed, show                                                           
the picture of a pentagon shape. Let him / her                                                              
compare the shape created with the pentagon                                                                 
picture. 

 Explain to the child that a pentagon shape has five                                                                         
corners and five sides. 

 
Learning Outcome: This activity enhances the child’s        
visual perception skills and creativity. 

FIVE CORNERS 

 

  

STYLISH STAND 

 

 

 

 

 

Materials Required: A small square cardboard, 
any available coloured paper, empty tissue paper 
rolls / paper cups and glue. 

 

 Stick coloured paper on the square cardboard 

and cover it nicely. 

 Cut the empty tissue rolls in different heights. 

You can also use paper cups of various sizes. 

 Stick coloured paper on the tissue rolls and 

wrap them well. 

 Now glue all the cut out tissue rolls / paper 

cups on the cardboard and organize them. 

 You can also personalize this stylish stand by 

writing your name on it. 

 

Learning Outcome: This activity helps the child to 
develop fine motor skills. 

 


